
NEURO

WELLNESS

& NATURE

HIKE

RETREAT

Let's go to
Kerry

Enquiries & Bookings to:

info@jeanoneillcoaching.ie
https://www.jeanoneillcoaching.ie/

+353 86 80 36 024

JEAN O'NEILL

COACHING

Nestled in Nature

Embody a bespoke

journey of mindset

growth, rest and repair to

get back on track in life



Once described by National Geographic as 'the most beautiful

place on earth', Castlegregory is a place of spectacular seascapes,

sandy beaches, stunning landscapes and woodland, shaped by the

elements, with a wild and rugged coastline.  The mountains roll

into the ocean and where the Atlantic hugs the land.

Dates:

Check-in - Fri  18 Sept

Check-out - Sun 20 Sept

*Organised in line with COVID-

19 government guidelines and

regulations

PR I C E  I N C LUDES

Two-day Neuro Wellness

programme with Jean O'Neill,

Master Coach with Neuroscience.

Accommodation inc breakfast,

breaks and lunch x 2 days 
Transfers to Nature Hikes - Walk and talk x 2 days

(locations as per images)

Price - €595 

Early Bird Offer - €565 - Valid

until 26 Aug. 

Deposit & Payment Plan Option

available

WHERE

Castlegregory, situated in the

north side of the Dingle

Peninsula, is an idyllic sheltered

bay at the foot of the sandy

Maharees



Accommodation

Harbour House B&B &

Leisure Centre

Scraggane Pier Road,

Castlegregory, Co Kerry

Harbour House is surrounded by

water on three sides....

On the Dingle Peninsula it is

superbly located at the head of the

Maharees isthmus, positioned half

way between Dingle and Tralee

Equipped with...

Swimming Pool, Sauna

and Gym

This most beautiful 'get away'

location from life's hustle and

bustle, lends itself to the 'mind

spaciousness' of what the Neuro

Wellness & Nature Hike Retreat

offers



What is Neuro Wellness Coaching?
It provides a framework for developing and growing internal programming wellness skills.  This enables you to
transition from ordinary level wellness to whole-system wellness. Ordinary level wellness can be best described as
operating from an ‘automatic state of being' in terms of your thinking and behaviours.  Whole-system wellness is a
neurobiological approach to how you think, act and feel, and behaviours and actions associated with that – and how to
get ahead of that process.  It significantly supports your health management, overall functionality, coping skills, stress
management, self-management, self-care and wellbeing.

Neuro Wellness Coaching is designed to integrate into the various aspects of your life to experience ripple results.  This
will enable you to emerge into ‘peak performance state’, the ‘natural state’, to support consistency, alignment and
balance from the ‘inside out’.   Bridging wellness gaps moves you forward to operate, experience and live wellness
vitality, optimising the potential for success as well as living meaningful and purposeful lives.



Ask Yourself
~ Are you experiencing a gap in your desired wellness
and health management?

~ How often do you experience low energy levels - feeling
stressed, anxiety symptoms, overwhelmed and
emotionally hijacked?

~ Are you struggling to cope in a demanding, challenging
or even toxic work environment with burnout looming
or stuck in a rut in life or your career?

~ Do you feel like you have veered off track during the
pandemic and could do with new skills to help you take
the first steps to get back on track to support your daily
self-management emotionally, mentally and physically?

~ Do you contribute to stress or lead people through it?

~ Does your brain currently enable or disable your
wellbeing?

~ Would managing relationships and social engagement
with more ease be helpful?

Benefits of Neuro Wellness
~ Combats stress, gets you in the driver seat of how you
think, act and feel - understand how you function

~ Bridge wellness gaps  with a daily self-care plan to
enable you to emerge with anchored transformation and
sustainability moving forward

~ Prevent burnout and stress symptoms from lingering
with self-regulation skills to facilitate a state of calm,
elevating creativity and supporting focus and
concentration

~ Discover how to 'show up daily' as the true and
authentic version of yourself

~ Master your energy health and emotions with applied
Emotional Intelligence (EQ-I) and trigger management
skills

~ Cultivate a healthy mindset and relationship with
yourself and others

~ Get on track with a habit and behaviour investment
plan to boost overall wellness, direction and purpose in
life, nurturing a positive and growth mindset
experiencing vitality from the 'inside out'



Saturday 19th Sept - Day 1 
Neuro Wellness Retreat

8:45 - 1:00 pm Training Room Based
11:00 am - Break | 1:00 pm - Lunch

2:00 - 6:00 pm - Nature Hike Walk & Talk in the
Stunning Glanteenassig Forest Woods of

mountains, streams, lakes, waterfalls and trails

Understand the fundamental core principles of living a life that is true and authentic to you, and how to apply this in your daily
life. Gain from insights as to what your 'natural internal driving instructions' are and how to heuristically grow, develop and
nurture these skills and strengths.   Harnessing these skills will give you clarity, focus and direction, enabling alignment and
balance. These same skills will act as thought-provoking guidance through decision-making processes, challenging and
changing times.

Self-Discovery and Self-Investment Journey

Harnessing a Healthy Mindset
Get ahead of how you think, act and feel.  Be open and curious to inviting in new methods for nurturing and steering your
thoughts in a way that complements and acts in your best interests.  Developing and honing these skills elevates and empowers
your attitude and belief in yourself and undiscovered potential.  Operating from a healthy mindset and belief system not only
complements your life, it also translates into your relationships and positive contagious energy and flow with others. Cultivating
these skills helps us recover faster and get back on track when we are experiencing low or stressful periods in our daily lives.

Cultivating a Healthy Relationship with Yourself and Others
Improve your relationship with yourself, developing essential emotional intelligence skills for self-regard, confidence and
assertiveness.  Developing these skills greatly supports your relationship management, connections and engagements with others.  

Self-Care Management and Wellness 
Self-care is about creating a life you truly and actively want to ‘live in’.  Gain from valuable insights on the 'true definition' of what is
involved in the intentional act of self-care.  Enable a daily self-care action plan to boost vitality and reduce stress levels.



Sunday 20th Sept - Day 2
Neuro Wellness Retreat

8:45 - 1:00 pm Training Room Based
11:00 am - Break | 1:00 pm - Lunch

2:00 - 6:00 pm - Nature Hike Walk & Talk in the
majestic Annascaul countryside, a taste of the

Dingle Way Kerry Camino trails

Learn how to cope and handle stressful situations 'in the moment when they occur' by developing neuro awareness skills. 
 Gain insights into how your nervous system and neural network platforms operate to in turn alleviate stress and anxiety
symptoms you experience in your body. Benefit from mastering self-regulation skills to boost your immune system, and overall
system management functionality to support wellness and performance sustainability success daily.  These skills allow you to
recover faster from stress signals you experience, enabling you to operate from a grounded and calm state of being.

Stress Management Skills Development

Cultivating Emotional and Energy Wellness Management
Tracking our emotional intelligence (EI) supports our energy flow and wellness. It supports the right chemical release in our
operating systems, thus improving our internal relationship with ourselves, and how we show up in our engagement with others
and the energy flow we bring into our environments. Practical skills and techniques can unblock where energy is trapped or
redirect it for positive impact when understanding and awareness is raised on each of the EI skills and how to develop these in
conjunction with energy factors.
Trigger Management Skills
In our everyday lives, getting triggered is part and parcel of a natural and normal process that occurs from a subconscious level. It
shows up in our behaviour, which often results in us acting out of character, leading to unnecessary stress and conflict. Benefit
from skills and techniques to support impulse control and trigger management facilitating healthy relationship connections.
Self-Contracting to Live Your Life on Purpose
Understand what is involved in the process of self-contracting to enable new habits and behaviours and sticking transformation.
Benefit from a habit and behaviour investment plan moving forward into your future life and career bridging to meaningful
wellness and performance success.



Neuro Wellness & Nature Hike Retreat

Combining the blend of Neuro Wellness & Nature has been specifically crafted to allow spaciousness for new thinking and
raised levels of consciousness to occur. An intentional environment is being created to bring the morning learnings, reflections
and discoveries into an afternoon session of a calm, grounded and safe space that naturally occurs when exposed to the
elements and essence of nature. Thanks to the biophilia hypothesis from biologist Edward Wilson he defines biophilia as the
"urge to affiliate with other forms of life".  As humans, we have an innate and genetically determined affinity and draw to nature,
and a change of scenery that does us the power of good, alleviating stress from our systems.  The benefits of this 'return' us to
our 'natural equilibrium and state of being', supporting social engagement and the learning process. Naturally getting
outdoors in the beauty of nature evokes our senses and feelings of wellbeing.  Physical exercise also supports our chemical
balance and the release of 'feel-good' neurotransmitters endorphins (energy) and serotonin (happy and warm mood chemicals).

The morning programme lends itself to engaging in group training, coaching, learning and discovery and breakout sessions.
The evening programme facilitates you having one-to-one access to me on the 'hike and talk' trails to share your thoughts and
perspective, ask questions and share your reflections on how you wish to apply the learning into your life.  Equally, you get a chance
on the hike to connect with the other participants and explore and learn from each other.  You are also welcome to switch off and
enjoy the hike, soak up being 'present', embracing the views and surrounds. Fun chats or spaciousness and thinking time to yourself
is advocated.  You are the expert of you, so whatever works best for you is encouraged, respected and welcome to ensure you have
an enjoyable, stress-free experience. Walking away from the retreat, feeling refreshed with a sense of recovery from the busyness of
life's demands and challenges is only one of many outcomes anticipated.  Emerging with elevated levels of resourcefulness with new
'insights, skills, tools and techniques' to activate consistent wellness and balance in terms of daily self-management and future
sustainability, harnessing a meaningful, successful journey in life is my wish for you. 


